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ABSTRACT

Image segmentation is an important problem in image processing and computer

vision. Energy optimization method has been proven to be an effective method to

tackle this highly challenging problem. Based on certain assumptions about the

image formation process, an appropriate energy cost function is first formed and

then minimized by numerical optimization techniques. In this thesis, we investigate

different types of the energies and their applications to the image segmentation

problems.

First, we propose a new image energy that incorporates learned intensity infor-

mation from both foreground and background objects. We combine this new image

model with an existing shape model in a new level set segmentation framework.

Second, we propose a new anatomical energy that is designed especially for

segmenting organs in the male pelvis, i.e., the prostate and the rectum. We combine

this new anatomical model with the new image model and the existing shape model

for a prostate and rectum segmentation application.

Third, we show how to extend the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampling algo-

rithm to high-dimensional signed distance functions. This sampling procedure not

only allows us to obtain the global optimum of the cost function, but also allows us

to explore the underlying solution space.

Fourth, we investigate the popular “variational level set method” in which the

level set gradient is used to derive the curve evolution. We show mathematically

that this gradient computation is incorrect and that it may lead to undesirable

performance in practice. Instead, we derive the correct shape gradient and show

that we can easily convert the level set gradient to the shape gradient.

Fifth, by reformulating the problem of image segmentation with a single shape

prior, (i.e., a template), we are able to design a parameter-free and near global

optimum framework. Our algorithm is also highly efficient, able to converge within

a few seconds on an ordinary computer.

Finally, we also discuss possibilities for future work which leverages the pre-
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vious contributions to solve new problems including topology regularization and

contour interpolation.
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